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We’re excited that you’re joining us on a 204-mile gravel journey across Michigan – or for the 100- 

mile adventure from Ludington into the Manistee National Forest and back. Race the setting sun as 

you cross the mighty Mitten — from coast to stunning freshwater coast. You’ll follow a route that 

stitches together fast gravel roads and signature two-tracks, spanning Michigan’s lower peninsula. 

With heart pumping challenges and breathtaking views, the course is the only one on Earth that links 

two freshwater oceans. 

 

The two courses will not be known for their gravel, ironically, but for everything that’s NOT gravel 

– the forest roads, the two-tracks, the snowmobile trails. Much of the second half of the course is 

heavily forested, closed in, constantly changing. It’s a challenging, roller coaster ride. Set your eyes 

on the glorious sunset over Lake Michigan or ride into the night to get to the finish line on time. 

If Michigan is America’s high five, the Coast to Coast Gravel Grinder is how you earn it. 

Presented by Salsa Cycles. Adventure by Bike. 

 

EVENT KEY INFORMATION 
Coast to Coast Gravel Grinder 

Date: Saturday, June 24, 2023 

Start time and location: 

6:00 AM (sunrise) - Point Au Gres Marina, 2325 Green Drive, Au Gres, MI 48703 

Finish location: Stearns Park, Ludington, MI 

 

Coast Loop 100 MILE 

Date: Saturday, June 24, 2023 

Start time and location: 

8:00 AM Stearns Park, Ludington, MI, 420 N Lakeshore Dr, Ludington, MI 49431 

Finish location: Stearns Park, Ludington, MI 

 

Version 23.1 
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COURSE DESCRIPTION 
COAST TO COAST 204 MILE 

Start your day at the sunrise shores of Lake Huron’s Saginaw Bay. Make one all-out push west, 204 miles 
through Michigan farmlands and grasslands, the majestic Manistee National Forest, all the way to the sandy 
beaches of Lake Michigan at Ludington. The course is highlighted by fast gravel and challenging, scenic two-
tracks, seasonal roads and snowmobile trails. Touch Lake Michigan to start and finish your quest! 
 
COAST LOOP 100 MILE 

The Coast Loop gravel grinder, like its big brother Coast to Coast, is a challenging, roller coaster ride. This is a 
looped race with a start and finish in Ludington. The Coast Loop contains many of our favorite parts of the 
Coast to Coast version including the final 37 miles. The race is self-supported. A support crew can meet you at 
and only at the official Big M checkpoint if desired. You must have a rescue vehicle within reach in case you 
need to drop out or if the race gets cancelled during the event due to severe weather. We do not offer rescue 
vehicles. Touch Lake Michigan to start and finish your quest! 

 

LODGING AND THINGS TO DO 
If you have more time to explore the area before or after the race, consult the Lodging and Things to Do 
Nearby pages on the website for the Lake Huron coast, Ludington or Grand Rapids.  
 

ROUTE FINDING 

Course directions will be provided via cue sheets and GPX/TPX files to be used with a bike computer. ALL 
riders must have at least cue sheets; we recommend a bike computer with cue sheets as the back-up if 
possible. If all else fails, find someone to ride with all the way in. You are responsible for printing the cue 
sheets. You may bring along maps if you wish. Riders are responsible for accurately navigating the course. If 
you go off course, you must return to where you left the course. 

Download the GPX (or TPX) files at www.micoasttocoast.com under Route & Course Files. Although we reserve the 
right to make course changes, the current files reflect what we intend to have as the final course. There will NOT 
be signs on the course except for stakes with streamers and reflective tape at two-track and snowmobile trail 
intersections where clarity will be helpful. Signs often fall down, get stolen or, worse yet, reversed. 

Note that there will be one or two instances where a Road Closed sign will appear but the route will continue 
on that road. The sign only applies to vehicular traffic. No problem for a bicycle! 

For riders and their support crews in need of a pick-up/drop in the Manistee National Forest, the United 
States Forest Service has Motor Vehicle Use Maps that provide detailed maps of their forest roads: 

Cadillac Area (Section 3) 
Manistee Area (Section 3 & 4) 
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KEY COURSE STATISTICS 
COAST TO COAST 204 MILE 

 Route: Au Gres at Lake Huron to Ludington at Lake Michigan (map below) 
 Distance: 204 miles 
 Percentage of gravel: 85% (even a bit of gravel-friendly singletrack) 
 Elevation Gain: approx. 6,500 ft. (Strava/Ride with GPS are inaccurate) 

 
COAST LOOP 100 MILE 

 Route: Ludington-Manistee Natl Forest loop (same start/finish; see map below) 
 Distance: 100 miles 
 Percentage of gravel: 85%+ (even a bit of gravel-bike friendly singletrack) 
 Elevation Gain: approx. 2,600 ft (Strava/Ride with GPS are inaccurate) 

 

CHECKPOINTS AND CUT-OFF TIMES  
Tentative; see website & race updates. See pages 11-15 for street address and maps. 

 

COAST TO COAST 204 MILE 

Friday, June 23, 2023 

Check-in, Point Au Gres Marina & Campground: (Lake Huron side): 2:30-8:00 pm 

Pre-race Meeting: Point Au Gres Marina: 4:00 & 7:00 pm 

Spaghetti dinner, St. Mark Church, 415 S Court St, Au Gres: 5:00-7:30 pm 

 

Saturday, June 24 
 
Start: Pt Au Gres Marina & Campground  

 Final Race Announcements, 5:45 am 
 Start: 6:00 am (5:53 am sunrise) 
 Bike/helmet light recommended but optional at the start, mandatory at CP 3 

 

Checkpoint #1: Gladwin High School.  

 Mile 54 
 Fastest rider projection: 9:00 am 
 Cut-off: 11:25 am 
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Checkpoint #2: Marion Jr./Sr. High School) 

 Mile 103 
 Fastest rider projection: 11:25 am 
 Cut-off: 4:20 pm 
 Please carry a bike/helmet light if you are riding under 12 mph pace as you may not get to checkpoint 

3 before dark due to the long and difficult leg ahead of you. 
 

Neutral Water/Cut-off: Clay Hill Church 

 Mile 143 
 Fastest rider projection: 1:10 pm 
 Cut-off: 8:20 pm  
 Support crews NOT allowed here except for racers who are dropping out 

 

Checkpoint #3: Big M Rec Area 

 Mile 169 
 Fastest rider projection: 2:30 pm 
 Cut-off: 10:55 pm  
 Bike/helmet light mandatory after CP 3  
 Water available to all riders 
 Support vehicles must buy $5 US Forest day pass (cash at self service kiosk) or show Natl Parks Pass. 

Or get day national forest passes online ahead of time or stop at office in Wellston. 

Finish: Stearns Park, Ludington 

 Mile 204 
 Fastest rider projection: 4:15 pm 
 Ride into the Sunset award cut-off: 9:33 pm 
 Finish Cut-off: 2:30 am, 20.5 hours; 10.1 mph 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
COAST LOOP 100 MILE 

Saturday, June 24, 2023 
 
Check-in: Stearns Park Beach, Ludington: 6:30-7:45 am 
420 N Lakeshore Dr, Ludington, MI 49431 

Pre-race announcements: 7:45 am 
 
Start: Stearns Park Beach, Ludington: 8:00 am 
 

Checkpoint #1 and Only: Big M Rec Area (Only place to meet support vehicle) 
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 3500 Udell Hills Rd, Wellston, MI 49689 (south of M-55) 
 Support vehicles must buy $5 US Forest day pass (cash at self service kiosk) or show Natl Parks Pass. 

Or get day national forest passes online ahead of time or stop at office in Wellston. 
 Water available to all riders 
 Mile 63.5 
 Fastest rider projection: 11:10 am 

 

 

Finish: Stearns Park Beach, Ludington 

 Mile 100 
 Fastest rider projection: 1:10 pm 

 

PREPARATIONS 

REQUIRED EQUIPMENT 

 Bike helmet 
 Fully powered mobile phone for reaching your support crew or 911 
 Battery backup for mobile phone 
 Cue sheets and cycling computer of some type to track distance so the cue sheets are of maximum 

value. A cycling computer with GPS capabilities is recommended to run the GPX route files. 
 Backup battery and cord or charging source for bike computer 
 Front and rear lights for the 204. Front light on at dusk. Front light not required in the morning but 

recommended. Rear light to remain on for entirety of the event.  
 Rear light for the 100 (no front light required). 
 Minimum of two filled water bottles or equivalent volume in bladder or similar device. 
 A spare inner tube (including for tubeless set-up due to puncture possibility) 
 A method of inflation (CO2, pump, etc.) 
 ID/Drivers License 

 

RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT 

 Multi-tool (with all the tools you may need to repair your bike or supplement with additional tools) 
 Chain tool 
 Spoke wrench 
 Allen wrenches 
 Torx wrench 
 Tire levers 
 Puncture repair kit (patches, glue, tire boot, tire plugs, liquid sealant, etc.) 
 Chain lube 
 Water-resistant, wind proof jacket 
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 Extra layers (arm/leg warmers, thermal shirt, warmer socks, cycling cap, etc.) 
 Cash, debit or credit card (for use at convenience stores or other needs; have at least $10 cash in 

case store doesn’t use cards) 
 Hydration pack (to store extra food, clothing, repair items) 
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CONVENIENCE STORES 
204-MILE CHECKPOINT CONVENIENCE STORES & RECOMMENDED HOT FOOD OPTIONS  
(FOR CREWS AND RACERS) 

Checkpoint #1, Mile 54: Gladwin High School, Gladwin, MI – Citgo Gas Station and downtown, along M-61  

Checkpoint #2, Mile 103: Marion High School, Marion, MI – Shell Gas Station, Shananjac’s Pizza (order early), 
Flashback diner grab-n-go 

Checkpoint #3, Mile 169: Big M Rec Area – Food at M-55 & Seaman Rd intersection in Wellston  

Finish, Stearns Park, Mile 204 (food provided and two concessionaire buildings) 

 

204-MILE SELF-SUPPORTED/ON-ROUTE CONVENIENCE STORES 

Mile 53.4 – Citgo Gas station in Gladwin 

Mile 84.5 – Trails End Pit Stop in Leota 

Mile 104 – Shell Gas Station in Marion (plus water access at St. Agnes Parish or Marion Public Library) 

Mile 143 – Clay Hill Church, neutral water access only, racer cut-off (time TBD) 

Mile 150 – Corner Express (0.7 miles north of route on M-37) 

Mile 161.7 – Wellston White Tail Party Mart, M-55 Market (1 mile north of route on M-55). 

 

 
 
100-MILE SELF-SUPPORTED/ON-ROUTE CONVENIENCE STORES 

Mile 50.5 – Dublin General Store and Marathon Gas Station in Dublin. Water spigots on west, north and east 
sides of the general store and east side of gas station. 

 

100-MILE CHECKPOINT CONVENIENCE STORES & RECOMMENDED HOT FOOD OPTIONS  

Checkpoint #1 of 1, Mile 65: Big M Rec Area. Support crew food at M-55 & Seaman Rd intersection in 
Wellston or Dublin General Store 
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EVENT RULES 
Riders are responsible for themselves. Riders should understand that they are undertaking a difficult task and 
as such are exposed to risk. YOU are responsible for YOUR own SAFETY at all times! It is not the promoters’ 
responsibility to rescue you; this is what the support crew is for. Be safe, have fun and don’t be a jerk! 

SUPPORT CREWS 

Support crews should support no more than three riders if they are not riding together. We will allow 
exceptions for large crew vans or other arrangements. Contact us. 

Support vehicles must stay off the race course. You may not 
follow along your biker or meet them at any point during the 
race except at the three designated checkpoints. The format of 
the race is self-supported between checkpoints. Plus, support 
vehicles trying to access their riders on the route is a safety issue 
– there is just no room for vehicles on many sections of the 
course. You must take other roads to reach each checkpoint and 
the finish line. We assure you that the course is NOT the fastest 
way between checkpoints!  The only exception to this rule is for 
safety we would like support vehicles of riders leaving Big M AFTER 10 pm to maintain contact at key 
intersections in the last section.  

Keep in mind that your rider’s pace will very likely be quicker to CP 1 and 2 than their overall average 
expected pace. Plan to arrive at these checkpoints a little earlier. The opposite is true at CP 3. Your rider will 
very likely arrive quite a bit later than on average pace due to difficulty and distance. 

Bring your GPS device to help with navigation. In general, programming a route from one checkpoint to 
another via GPS will avoid the race course. Exception: you may travel on the race route within the towns of 
Gladwin, Marion and Lakeshore Drive in Ludington in order to access checkpoint locations. 

Support can be provided ONLY at the designated checkpoints by support crews. Support crews may NOT 
leave gear/food drops for riders along the course except at the three checkpoints. If a support vehicle is seen 
on the course before or during the race, their rider(s) will be disqualified. This is in keeping with the spirit of 
self-supported racing. 

In the event that a rider requires assistance of their support crew between checkpoints this will be 
considered a DNF for that rider. 

If you break down between checkpoints and the checkpoint you already visited is closer, you may return to 
that CP for help from your crew but only by your own power. 

NEUTRAL/OTHER SUPPORT 

You may access “neutral area” support such as convenience stores, gas stations, or public water access. 

You may also receive racer or resident help, but only if not preplanned and available to all racers. 

There is reasonable cell phone coverage along almost the entire route to communicate between racer and 
support crew. There are gaps in the Manistee National Forest and possibly elsewhere. Ask other riders if they 
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can call your crew if needed, move to another location for coverage or seek help from a local business or 
residence in an emergency. 

Racers MAY provide assistance to other racers at any time during the event. If you are involved in a rescue 
that prohibits you from finishing the race, you will be provided a full credit for next year’s race. 

Drafting is allowed. Tow ropes are not allowed. 
 
CHECKPOINTS 

You must LEAVE designated checkpoints by the cut-off times listed under Race Details and in pre-race 
communications. If you arrive at the checkpoint before the cut-off but are not able to leave by the cut-off time, 
you’ll be required to end your race there. Your crew can drive you to the finish or head home. 

Make sure you flow through the designated area/chute so the timing sensors (they likely will not be mats) read 
your time. There will be signs and cones to help guide you through the correct zone. You will be chip timed at each 
checkpoint and at the finish and your progress will be posted online during and after the race including a location 
based on your average (not actual) pace. Spectators and crew can find this at www.epicracetiming.com. 

The volunteers/staff may remind you to have your front and rear lights on. Note that a front light is only required 
during dark hours but a rear light is mandatory for the entirety of the race. 

 
EQUIPMENT 

See page 6 for the full list. Bike swaps are NOT allowed. You must finish on the same frame that you started on. 
Therefore, if you have a situation where your frame is unfit to continue then you would have to accept a DNF if 
you can’t get yourself and your bike across the line before the cutoff. 

We are NOT allowing wheel OR tire swaps just for the sake of adjusting your setup during the race (i.e. switch from 
wheels w/gravel tires to wheels w/MTB tires, or swapping different tires onto the same wheels). This is in keeping 
as much as possible with a self-supported ethos. If you should encounter a mechanical between checkpoints 
where your wheels/tires are irreparably damaged (i.e. huge sidewall tear, massive puncture, freehub breaks, 
broken spokes, massive wheel dent, etc…) then you must get you and your bike to the next (or previous) 
checkpoint on your own power and may replace the broken items there if need be (i.e. replace a tire that has been 
booted with GU energy packs, or repair/replace a broken wheel). Our goal isn’t to be fun police but keep things as 
much in the spirit of self-supported gravel racing while still allowing a crew to assist you at checkpoints. 

Tri or aero bars are allowed. 

Lock up your bikes when you will not be with them. We are not responsible for damaged or stolen bikes. 

All riders must carry the printed cue sheet at a minimum as well as a method for tracking distance covered. A GPS 
cycling computer is recommended as well. All riders using a cycling computer should carry a back-up battery (don’t 
forget cord; hook it up at the start). 

Riders must have a red taillight on during the entirety of the race. Please carry a spare taillight or have your crew 
bring one to any checkpoint if you think it won’t last the entire event. Flash mode recommended. 

Riders must have a fully charged front handlebar light and/or headlamp on at dusk. During dark hours we 
recommend using both handlebar light and headlamp at the same time as they illuminate different space, 
especially on turns. 
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Number plates must be handlebar mounted via twist ties (not zip ties in case rider refuses to drop out ) with the 
number visible to staff in front of the bike. Not on your back, hydration pack, pocket, etc. 

Do not trim, fold, cut holes in, or bend number plates. This may result in your chip not recording your time and you 
could be disqualified. 

Please carefully dispose of wrappers and other trash, especially while riding. Use a pocket or gear bag that is 
designated just for trash so that you’re not trying to pull unwrapped food from where the trash is. We are guests 
in this beautiful area and we’d like to leave it as nice or better than when we visited! 

 
COURSE VIOLATIONS & DISPUTES 

Racers should hold each other accountable for following the course and report any violations to race staff. If a 
racer reappears ahead of others, they should be informed of their mistake. Racers going off course must 
determine where they left the course and must return to that point or they will be disqualified. 

Race staff reserve the right to assign penalties or disqualifications. Penalties will be assigned in amounts greater 
than any time savings gained from unintentionally following an incorrect route to ensure that there is no benefit 
gained. 

When results are posted riders will have 30 minutes to contest or dispute results. After that results are final. 

 
SAFETY 

Roads will not be closed for the race. You are responsible for obeying the Michigan Vehicle Code as it applies to 
bicycles (e.g. you must obey all stop signs, riders no more than two abreast, etc.). 

Always ride as far right as is reasonably safe. Do not cross the yellow line! 

Music via headphones/earbuds is not allowed.  

Any physical altercations will result in disqualification. 

In the case of severe weather such as lightning/thunderstorms, please take shelter in a vehicle or building until it 
has passed. Do not shelter under trees. If you have no choice, choose a forest (unless winds are 30 mph) rather 
than an open field.  

Because there may be severe weather in one part of the course while some racers are in another part, the clock 
will continue to run. If there are long delays, we will consider extending the final cut-off time to encourage riders 
to take shelter in severe weather. When facing an emergency, first call 911 and then call your support crew. Do 
not neglect getting help from your crew if there’s a medical emergency. 

Race officials reserve the right to delay the start if unsafe weather conditions are present. We do not promise a 
sweeper vehicle for anyone that might get missed by their support crew. Support crews are responsible for their 
riders. We will check chip readings from the start to finish to track where a rider may have gone missing and 
sweep if necessary. We will contact the emergency staff in the appropriate county to begin search and rescue as 
needed. 

If you decide to drop out of the race, please inform or have your support crew inform us at the number on the 
back of your number plate. 
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While the three checkpoints represent ideal places for riders to end their day early, we encourage you to call for 
pick-up/rescue short of a checkpoint if you are hitting a wall. No shame in that. In particular, riders who are really 
struggling and well beyond pace as they near the Pine River Ridge Corridor two track west of M-37/Grandview. 
Although it’s only 6 miles, it’s a beast. Riders should wait for pick up at M-37/Grandview at mile 159 (approx.) or 
bike up the road to the Corner Express/Marathon for hydration, food and restrooms. 

Last, but certainly not least, riders should conduct themselves in a proper manner at all times. Unsportsmanlike 
conduct will not be tolerated. This adventure is intended for you to test yourself and you have decided to do so on 
your own volition. Be kind to one another and please assist any riders in need as you are able to. 
 

SUPPORT CREW INFORMATION 

SUPPORT CREW RULES 

Support crews should support no more than three riders. We may allow exceptions for large crew vans or 
other arrangements such as all riders will be riding together. Contact us. 

Support vehicles must stay off the race course. You may not follow along your biker or meet them at any 
point during the race except at the three designated checkpoints. You must take other roads to reach each 
checkpoint and the finish line. We assure you that the course is NOT the fastest way between checkpoints! 

Bring your GPS device to help with navigation. Typing in the checkpoint locations in GoogleMaps or similar 
will provide a legal, direct route for support crews. Exception: you may travel on the race route within the 
towns of Gladwin, Marion, Dublin and Lakeshore Drive in Ludington in order to access the checkpoint 
locations. 

Support can be provided ONLY at the designated checkpoints by support crews. Support crews may NOT 
leave gear/food drops for riders along the course except at the three checkpoints. If a support vehicle is seen 
on the course before or during the race, their rider(s) will be disqualified. This is in keeping with the spirit of 
self-supported racing. 

In the event that a rider requires assistance of their support crew between checkpoints this will be 
considered a DNF for that rider. 

If you break down between checkpoints and the checkpoint you already visited is closer, you may return to 
that CP for help from your crew but only by your own power. 
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204-MILE START/PARKING 

 
The ceremonial wheel-dip (on your own) is located just northwest of the start. 
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204-MILE CHECKPOINT LOCATIONS (support crews can only meet riders here) 

CHECKPOINT #1 

Gladwin High School, 1400 N. Spring St., Gladwin, MI 48624   
GPS: 43.992918865161094, -84.49375964542845 
Southwest Lot. Overflow to Northwest lot. 

Restrooms and water in the main entrance; 204-mile paid drop bag support located here. 

Riders do NOT have to enter the support crew parking lots. You may bike straight north on Spring ST but you 
MUST be on the very left side if you are riding in a group so you don’t cut off riders turning right.  

Support crew vehicles must be in a designated parking spot in one of the lots. If you are simply doing a 
water/food hand-off, a support crew person may stand along Spring ST to do this. 
 

 

SUPPORT 
CREW 
PARKING 

SUPPORT 
CREW 
PARKING 

RESTROOMS, 
WATER 

TIMING SENSORS (RIDERS CAN TURN RIGHT OR GO 
STRAIGHT ON SPRING ST.; TIGHT TURN SO SLOW…) 

SUPPORT 
CREW 
ENTRANCE/
EXIT 

JDRF 
SUPPORT 
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204-MILE CHECKPOINT #2 

Marion Junior/Senior High School, 2213 20 Mile Rd, Marion, MI 49665  
GPS: 44.101831581048096, -85.13109061964522 
 
Portajons, water and 204-mile paid drop bag support located here. JDRF will very likely have water if your 
support crew is not present. If not, use the hose at St. Agnes Parish (northeast corner) across street or public 
library/township officers to the west. 

Riders must use the east/first entrance. If you miss the entrance, you may cut through the grass or use the 
west entrance and circle back around to cross the timing sensors. 

Support crews must use the west/2nd entrance for safety and to avoid the chip timing equipment.  
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204-MILE CHECKPOINT #3 (Checkpoint #1 of 1 for 100-Mile Coast Loop) 

Big M Recreation Area, 3500 Udell Hills Rd, Wellston, MI 49689 (south of M-55).  
GPS: 44.1926397604703, -86.06625865217083 
 
$5 day pass required for vehicles (not riders) unless you have the National Parks pass (show on dashboard). 
Pay at self service kiosk at lot/trailhead.  

For those who have done the event before, note that you’ll be biking in on Udell Hills Road (right turn into Big 
M Rec Area lot) rather than the two-tracks. The chip timing sensors will likely be located at the same place 
but you’ll pass by them on the paved entrance road. 

Restrooms, aid station (water, Gatorade, first aid) and 204-mile paid drop bag support located here. For large 
volume water needs, use pump at Udell Hill trailhead on M-55/Caberfae Hwy or elsewhere. 
 

 

  

SHELTER 
(STORMS, 
MEDICAL) WATER/AID STATION 

& JDRF SUPPORT 

RIDER & 
SUPPORT 
CREW 
ENTRANCE 
(CREW EXIT) 

RIDERS ONLY 
(SINGLETRACK) 

SUPPORT 
CREW 
PARKING 
(PLEASE PARK 
EFFICIENTLY) 

OVERFLOW 
PARKING 

RESTROOMS 
TIMING 
SENSORS 
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FINISH: STEARNS PARK 
 
Stearns Park Beach, 420 N Lakeshore Dr, Ludington, MI 49431 

One way traffic. Use north entrance. If arriving after 12:45, watch for riders arriving from the north. 

Concessions and restrooms on the north and south sides of the park. 
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AREA HOSPITALS 
Please note that the fastest way to receive assistance and treatment during an emergency is to dial 911. This 
list is meant to serve as a quick reference should the emergency be non-critical. 

Standish, MI 
St. Mary’s of Michigan Standish Hospital, 805 W Cedar St, Stand ish, MI 48658 – (989)-846-4521 

Gladwin, MI 
Mid-Michigan Medical Center – Gladwin, 515 Quarter St., Gladwin , MI 48624 – (989)-426-9286 

Great Lakes Medical Center – Gladwin Unit, 1277 E. Cedar Ave., Gladwin, MI 48624 – (989)-465-6606 

Cadillac, MI 
Munson Healthcare Cadillac Hospital, 400 Hobart St., Cadillac, MI 49601 – (231)-876-7200 

Wellston, MI 
Wellston Medical Center, 14477 Caberfae Hwy, Wellston, MI 49689 – (231)-848-4777 

Ludington, MI 
Spectrum Health Ludington Hospital, 1 N Atkinson Dr., Ludington , MI 49431 – (231)-843-2591 

Mercy Health Urgent Care Ludington, 5656 US-10, Ludington, MI 4 9431 – (231)-843-2543 

 

RESOURCES 
Website: www.micoasttocoast.com 

Registration: www.bikereg.com/micoasttocoast 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/MICoastToCoast 
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A hearty thank you to all of our sponsors. Please check out their products and services. 

If you get a chance, thank them for supporting the race. 

 

                     

                
 
 

                     

 

 


